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The growing diversity of Internet information
demands flexible information services. We have
implemented two prototypes that extend the flexibility
of serving information through the Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS) interface. The first prototype,
Essence [1], lets information providers tailor their
indexing methods to support more varied data, improve
precision, and reduce space in the index. The second
prototype, Dynamic WAIS [2], lets them provide seamless gateways to other systems.
WAIS supports fine-grained information access
by building full-text indexes, in which every keyword
from a textual document appears in the index. To
change the keyword extraction algorithm, WAIS must
be modified and recompiled. Essence removes the
responsibility for extracting keywords from WAIS, and
provides an easy means for users to create arbitrarily
sophisticated, file type-specific algorithms for extracting keywords. Essence uses summarizers to support
many different keyword extraction algorithms. Summarizers use their knowledge of a file’s semantics to
carefully select keywords from a file. For example, a
summarizer might extract the title, author, and abstract
from a technical report. This approach has three main
benefits. First, Essence can support more varied data,
because summarizers may use any means to extract
keywords. For example, a summarizer for a binary
executable may extract keywords from related textual
documents like UNIX manual pages, rather than from
the binary file itself. Second, Essence improves the
precision of the index, because summarizers carefully
select keywords to reflect a file’s contents. Finally, the
index size is reduced (by an order of magnitude [1]),
because Essence extracts fewer keywords on average
than full-text.
To use WAIS, users first select a source of static,
textual documents to search. In response, WAIS
returns brief descriptions (‘‘headlines’’) of any documents matching the user-supplied keywords. Users
then select among the headlines to retrieve entire documents. Dynamic WAIS extends this paradigm, allowing users to query remote information services, such as
the Netfind Internet user location service, and the
Archie Internet file location service. To support these
gateways, Dynamic WAIS establishes mappings
between the WAIS search-and-retrieve operations, and
the underlying operations supported by remote information servers.
In the case of Netfind, for example, when the
Dynamic WAIS user requests to search the dynamicnetfind.src WAIS source, the search is translated into a

lookup in the Netfind seed database [3] to locate potential Internet domains to search. Dynamic WAIS
returns the Netfind list of potential domains to search as
WAIS headlines. When the user selects a headline, the
result of a Netfind search in that domain is returned, in
place of the usual WAIS static document. Similar
mappings can be created to support gateways to other
remote search services.
The Essence and Dynamic WAIS prototypes are
available by anonymous FTP from ftp.cs.colorado.edu
in /pub/cs/distribs.
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